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ABOUT ME

Senior creative designer with 10+ years experience in the 
communication design field with 5 years primarily focused on UX and 
UI. I continually advocate for a user-centered design approach to 
address customer needs and business goals. With my multidisciplinary 
skill sets I create visually appealing interfaces that solve problems and 
are delightfully intuitive. I continuosly seek to master the best and most 
current design tools in the industry. I have a strong understanding of 
the bigger picture and the ability to perceive human behavior. I’m a 
critical thinker with an open mind, a communicator and a facilitator.  

DISCOVERY
RESEARCH
INTERVIEWS
INSIGHT GATHERING
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
SKETCHES
SCREEN FLOWS
WIREFRAMES
RAPID PROTOTYPES
INTERATIVE PROTOTYPES

PERSONAS
SCENARIOS
USER JOURNEYS
CONTENT INVENTORIES
SITE MAPS
SPECIFICATION
USABILITY TESTING 
HIGH FIDELITY
VISUAL DESIGN
BASIC HTML5/ CSS

My Bio

My Core Strengths

BIO SUMMARY
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User Research
Design is about problem solving, that’s why I put the user at the core 
of the design process. Every product design process starts from the 
research of customers and definition of their pains and needs along 
with business objectives. 

Ideation & Scope 
Any idea, every decision should be evaluated through the lens of good 
UX. As a UI designer, I need to discover a clear roadmap to creating 
value for both the user and the business. 

Prototyping & Testing
Prototyping helps to test the idea and evaluate it through the lens of 
good UX. Interactive prototypes define how users get to a given screen 
and where they can go when they are done.

High-Fidelity Design 
I create well thought-out interfaces which are data driven and 
customer centered. I build high-quality design mockups and know how 
to effectively provide deliverables and specs to development team.  

My Process

ABOUT ME

01 02 03 04
User Research Ideation & 

Scope
Prototyping & 

Testting
High Fidelity 
Visual Design

PROCESS 
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I have successfully worked on a range of digital projects from UX/UI, 
HTML Emails, Infographics, Storyboards, and Pitch Decks amongst 
others. Some of which I can’t share due to ND Agreements but I would 
be happy to speak to my role on those projects.   

Clients

ABOUT ME
CLIENTS
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CASE STUDIES

01

03

02

TradingScreen
Leading Fintech company website redesign to help increase 
conversion rates.

Wilbur-Ellis
Redesigning a website to bring Wilbur-Ellis’s 3 businesses under 
one corporate website showcasing their shared business history, 
job opportunities and thought leader in agribusiness with 100 
years of experience.

NestleShield
Corporate website for the world’s first ever globally collaborative 
innovation hub on skin, hair and nails research; a partnership of 
Nestle and Galderma.

Work Sample
I have worked on various projects since i started my career. This is 
a selection of work from my most recent postion as a Senior User 
Interface Designer, where I used both my UX/UI skills.

WORK SAMPLES
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CASE STUDIES

TRADINGSCREEN
Overview
TradingScreen is a leading Fintech company providing trading solutions 
for the global financial marketplace. 

Before

After

Challenge
With new leadership came a new vision. As part of senior management 
restructuring, the company saw the need to refresh their website 
as quickly as possible. The company needed to create a credible, 
trustworthy, reliable web platform that simplified and provide resources 
for its users as well as generated business leads. Last redesigned in 
2009. I planned to update the sites look and feel with clean navigation 
and overal cohesive experience.

Take a glimpse into my design process. 

My Role in the Team
I was responsible for the following:
•  Establish a UI strategy based on user centered design principles
•  Perform extensive UX research in discovery and defination phases
•  Gather all insights and create visual strategy
•  Develop of visual style and high-quality pixel perfect design
•  Provide a valid and responsive prototype
•  Establish all interactive elements

WORK SAMPLES
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Comparative Analysis
Doing solid investigative market research is essential for building a 
succesful digital product. In order to be competitive, one needs to 
know what’s out there and what has worked and has not worked. To 
connect the dots, you first need to collect the dots. 

COMPETITIVE PRODUCT RESEARCH
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Interviews
The interviews provided me with a method of gathering evidence, data 
and information about the product. At the heart of the recorded and 
wriiten interviews the human part of a story was revealed.

GATHER INTERVIEW INSIGHTS
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User Flows
This process helped me force the clients to think about how users 
arrive at the site and where they’ll go next. It also helped me design the 
site better knowing where content will be featured (and why). Planning 
for how users arrive at the site makes a difference when it comes to 
designing the layout and organization of the site. Used LucidChart to 
create the flow chart. 

CONTENT STRATEGY USER FLOW
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Personas
I synthesized my personas from observations, research and 
stakeholder interviews. To create a thorough persona I normally include 
social and demographic characteristics, needs, desires, goals, habits, 
expertise, cultural background, motivations and much empathy as pain 
points reveal alot. 

The personas were created with xTensio, the tool is a time saver, 
adaptable and perfect to share across the agile team for this project.

BUILD USER PERSONAS
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CREATE SITEMAP

Sitemap
Once I’ve completed the personas and user journeys, I created the 
sitemap. It visualizes what I have learnt about how users navigate the 
site, what sort of content they will need to support them in their goals 
and what sort of language they use to identify things. 

The sitemap was created in Slickplan, the tool allowed to easily play 
around with navigation, annotate and share with dev team.
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Low Fidelity Wireframes
I use low-fidelity prototypes in order to have an early validation of 
the product saving time and making sure I’m not producing wasteful 
design work. I can easily and efficiently make changes while including 
users and stakeholder feedback based on their reactions.

LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPES AND PATHWAYS
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Moodboarding
I develop a moodboard to convey my design ideas, it consist of color 
pallete options, images, textures, buttons and text related design. I also 
use the moodboard as a reference point in communicating the visual 
style and language I am going to use with stakeholders.

I spent a lot of time pondering on the Homepage. This is one of the 
most important landing pages so in order to be effective I had to 
implement user centered design principles and answer these crucial 
questions for a visitor:
Where am I and what is this product about?
Why should I choose this product?
Is anybody else using this product?
How can I start using it?

Answering all these questions allowed me to provide a better UX and to 
increase the conversions rate. So I came up with the following structure 
for the homepage:
Stimulation of desire/emotional CTA
Explanation of product
Highlight solutions platforms
Last minute chance CTA/ Demo
Newsletter signup

CREATE MOODBOARDS
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High Fidelity Wireframes
I love producing the final high quality visual designs ensuring a 
consistent visual representation and unified design language. I’m 
always up-to-date with the latest industry trends and I also have a 
passion for design innovation. 

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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Design Cycle
Continuously explored potential solutions during the design process 
and cycle. Every screen was reviewed and commented within the team 
in Atlassian – a perfect tool for design collaboration. Through each 
scurm and even during coding I created additional iterations across the 
user flow and updated various UI elements.

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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Achievements
What did I achieve during this project?
•  Design received a lot of positive feedback from client and customer.
•  The refined structure and UCD principles used in the design process  
     brought good results. According to client GA stats conversion rates          
     increased on homepage.
•  Responsive design success revealed low mobile traffic bounce rate
•  Increased business leads based on newsletter signup/ demo request.
•  I was able to improved the consistency in UI and usability by            
    implementing a new design language as well as an interactive elements        
    which quickly highlights product benefits. The radial menu feature was      
    very well recieved.

Retrospective
What did I learn during the development process?
•  I learned a bunch of new technologies, fancy techniques, and other       
    new stuff during the project.
•  The importance of focusing on pains and needs of our customer,           
     only then will we be able to get optimal UX. 
•  By revamping the landing page I learned how to follow the principle               
    of progressive disclosure, which means that everything should help the       
    user’s focus by reducing clutter, confusion, and cognitive workload. This   
    improves usability by presenting only the minimum data required for the     
    task at hand. 
•  Implementing UX measurement to quanitify our successe.
•  Watching users try to accomplish tasks on early prototypes is the         
    most effective and efficient way to uncover usability problems.

PROJECT OUTCOME
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Wilbur-Ellis
Challenge
Wilbur-Ellis is almost 100 years old company of three businesses 
divisions. The scope of this project was to update thier web  presense 
and create a corporate website that will unify their different businesses 
under one umbrealla. As part of their expansion into manufacturing 
agricultural devices and automated farming equipment, they needed 
a good looking and functional website where their warm family culture 
would resonate. In addition they wanted a very robust Careers section 
to attract graduates and reenergize academic interest in the field.

After

My Role in the Team
I was responsible for the following:
•  Establish a UI strategy based on user centered design principles
•  Perform extensive UX research in discovery and defination phases
•  Gather all insights and create visual strategy
•  Develop of visual style and high-quality pixel perfect design
•  Provide a valid and responsive prototype
•  Establish all interactive elements

WORK SAMPLES
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Comparative Analysis
Staying smart on the competitive landscape helps you make very 
practical decisions around product development, messaging, trend. 
Looking at these brands, I was able to assess and gather intelligence. 
Not only can you learn from competitors, but you can also learn to 
avoid the mistakes they make.

COMPETITIVE PRODUCT RESEARCH
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Flow Diagrams
Based on the Personas and user scenarios, I then proceeded to 
sketch the interface interactions. The diagrams take into account each 
platform that we were designing for : iOS, Android, and Web. These 
flow diagrams depict every interaction that the user is able to reach 
within the application. These flows were then validated with developers 
to ensure the back end could support everything that the user interface 
would need to do.

USE CASES AND FLOWCHARTS
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High Fidelity Design
Once the wireframes prototypes were tested the UI design were 
updated accordingly as iterations were needed. I used UXPin for the 
high fidelity prototypes.

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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High Fidelity Design
A subtle cinemagraphy image with with a simple and clean global nav. 

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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Achievements
What did I achieve during this project?
•  Client feedback was positive, client loved the beautiful design     
     system and how it found same balance of consistency and variety
•  Created cinemagraph effects for images on the homepage
•  Introduced color as a sublie visual cue to identify and 
    easily distinguish the 3 main company business it was 
    immediately adopted to their branding and styleguide.

Retrospective
What did I learn during the development process?
•  As designers we must anticipate that the needs of clients change  
•  Necessity to share moodboards with client team.
•  The importance of users trying to accomplish tasks on early              
    prototypes is the most effective and efficient way to uncover   
    usability problems.

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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NestleSHIELD
Overview
Nestlé Skin Health SHIELD is an innovation hubs – incubators 
of ideas looking to today’s boundary-breakers and visionaries to 
inspire a global, multi-disciplinary collective, where creative minds 
come together to advance skin health for tomorrow. They wanted 
to engage with physicians, nurses, clinicians, caregivers, scientists, 
entrepreneurs, tech leaders, artists, academic partners and advocacy 
groups across the healthcare and aging innovation continuum. The 
needed a web platform where this conversation could begin. 

Challenge
As a first of it kind global platform on skin health innovation every detail 
had to be thought through. NestléSHIELD needed to create a web 
platform to incite and to invite ideation where their target audience 
could collaborate.

After

My Role in the Team
I was responsible for the following:
•  Establish a UI strategy based on user centered design principles
•  Perform extensive UX research in discovery and defination phases
•  Gather all insights and create visual strategy
•  Develop of visual style and high-quality pixel perfect design
•  Provide a valid and responsive prototype
•  Establish all interactive elements

WORK SAMPLES
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Personas
I created mutlitpe persons and each had an empathy map revealling 
various pain points the users encounter. The user scenario covered a 
variety of specific task to accomplish also taking into account if they 
accessed the site from different devices. mobile, tablet or desktop.

USER SCENARIO AND PERSONAS
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CREATE SITEMAP

Sitemap
I had to go through an extensive features audit, create personas and 
use scenarios after which I was able to create a site map and get a 
good sense around my visual strategy. For this site, one of the first 
thing that research revealed to me was that a user dashboard would be 
needed.
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Sketching
I sketch out my ideas on paper, it a great way for me to quickly 
visualize what I am thinking and start to imagine even more possibilites. 
Its also a great way to help quickly decided to pivot in a new direction. 

LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

Dashboard Sketch
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High Fidelity 
I produced the look and feel in Photoshop. I keep very organized PSD 
layers and folder structure. Linking Images and create Smart Objects to 
ensure clean and quality design. 

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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Achievements
What did I achieve during this project?
•  Head of Nestle Marketing gave an immediate stamp of approval.
•  Client was excited about experience and its possiblities on the      
     lightweight .js particles interactive element i introduced.
•  This work inspired the agency to take on more innovations projects.

Retrospective
What did I learn during the development process?
•  Implementing UX measurement to quantify  our successes.
•  Watching users try to accomplish tasks on early prototypes is the    
    most effective and efficient way to uncover usability problems.

CREATE HIGH-FIDELITY DESIGNS
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THANK YOU

917.627.5471
cy.nakpodia@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/cynakpodia
www.kemiteko.prosite.com
http://kemiteko.tumblr.com


